WORKSHOP NERI 2022
20-21 May

LOCATION
The Workshop takes place at the Department of Economics (DIEC) of the University of Genoa, in Via
Francesco Vivaldi 5, 16126 Genova, room “Fieschi”, 4th floor. The Department is in the old port area (Porto
Antico, Darsena), very close to the Galata Museum (Galata Museo del Mare).

From TRAIN STATION
The Department of Economics is about 6-8 minutes walking distance from one of the main railway station
Genova Piazza Principe (in Piazza Acquaverde) and about 20 minutes walking distance from the centre of the
town (Piazza De Ferrari). It is connected to the other main railway station Genova Brignole (in Piazza Verdi)
by several buses (for example, bus 18, ATM https://www.amt.genova.it/amt/) and by tube, the Genoa Metro,
which has only one line. The nearest underground station to the Department of Economics is called Darsena.

However, the best way to move from one train station to the other is by train: trains (departing any 15-20
minutes) connect Genova Brignole to Genova Piazza Principe, then you can reach the department walking
for 6-8 minutes. The principal train operator is Trenitalia (www.trenitalia.it).

From GENOVA AIRPORT
Genova Airport Cristoforo Colombo is at about 7 km from the city center. Passengers will find bus services
outside the arrivals area of the terminal building. Buses from Genoa Airport are operated by ATM, city bases
1 and 3 connect the airport to the train stations: Genova Piazza Principe and Genova Brignole. The bus ride
takes approximately 45 minutes, and the service is available 7 days a week. You cannot buy the ticket directly
on the bus (but at the ticket machines or at the railway stations). The bus ticket costs 1,5 EUR and includes
100 minutes travel on the AMT network (all city buses).
Volabus is the fast (and suggested) connection service between Genova airport, the stations and the city
center; in about 30 minutes you can reach the main railway stations - included Genova Piazza Principe - and
the city center. The ticket costs only € 6 for a trip on Volabus (plus a 60 minutes journey on the Amt network
in the same day). For more information about buses from/to Genoa Airport, please contact the tourist
information stand in the arrivals hall at the airport or, for route map and timetable, visit the official airport
website at https://www.airport.genova.it/en/transportation-airport/ or
https://www.amt.genova.it/amt/trasporto-multimodale/volabus/english-version/

By TAXI
Passengers arriving at Genoa Airport will find the taxi rank outside the terminal building. At the arrivals hall
there is a tourist information point where passengers may ask to estimate the cost of the taxi journey to
reach their destination. In any case, it is suggested to ask the taxi fare to the taxi driver “before” starting the
journey. Official taxis are either white or yellow, carry a "TAXI" sign on the roof of the car, they have the
name of the company and their contact details clearly displayed on the sides of the vehicle. The main official
Genoa taxis are operated by RadioTaxi (https://5966.it/en/home-en, to ask for a taxi you can call +39 010
5966). It is suggested visitors to only use the official taxis. For further information about taxis, please visit the
official airport website at airport.genova.it. Please, notice that taxi fares will not be refunded.
ACCOMODATION
Below you find a short list of hotels in the neighbourhood of the Department of Economics.
(*) provide reduced prices for University of Genova guests.
Hotel NH Collection Genova Marina
Molo Ponte Calvi 5, 16124 Genova - Italia
https://www.nh-collection.com/it/hotel/nh-collection-genova-marina
Best Western Hotel Porto Antico (*)
Via al Ponte Calvi 5, 16124 Genova
http://www.hotelportoantico.it/
Best Western Hotel Metropoli (*)
Piazza Fontane Marose - 16123 - Genova (GE)
http://www.hotelmetropoli.it/
Best Western Plus City Hotel (*)
Via S. Sebastiano 6 - 16123 - Genova (GE)
http://www.bwcityhotel-ge.it/

B&B Hotel Genova
Piazza Acquaverde 1 , - Genova (GE)
https://www.hotel-bb.com/it/hotel/genova
We suggest to look for accommodation close to the center of the town (around Piazza De Ferrari) which is
about 20 minutes walking distance from the conference venues.
Free Wi-Fi service
Participants can access the University WiFi service through the University network. Details will be provided.
Information for speakers
The room of the workshop is equipped with a PC with USB ports, Internet connection, Microsoft Office, Adobe
Acrobat Reader, a projector and a screen. Presenters can bring along their presentations on a USB memory
device and upload their presentations to the PC before the session starts.

